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position to profit from the trade which flowed from the one
sea to the other. That this was mainly in German ships was
one cause of the association of Denmark with Germany ;
another was the fact that on its western side it was bound by
a ligament with the mainland, which gave an opportunity for
the Danes to seek expansion into Holstein and Schleswig, and
for the Germans to retaliate by the invasion of Denmark.
In spite of the differences, there were essential similarities
other than racial between the three kingdoms. In all oftional
them the original organisation into provinces, before these organisatlon
were grouped in kingdoms, was preserved in law and justice.
There was not one law, but various law-districts, in each
kingdom. These had been reduced to three in Denmark,
and to five in Norway, but in the more backward Sweden
there were as many as sixteen. In each law-district the
freemen met in the thing, where justice was administered and
the law proclaimed ; but this duty was becoming a formality,
since the landed aristocracy, acting as leaders of the people,
exercised a predominating influence, and the popular voice
was only expressed in the local courts, which corresponded
roughly to the English courts of the shire and the hundred.
Yet though the power of the landed aristocracy helped to
keep alive provincial distinctions, the over-riding authority
of the king was a unifying factor. He had the duty of seeing
that justice was enforced, and therefore received a portion
of the fines paid in every law-district* Besides this source
of revenue he also had the right of imposing general taxation,
which was for some time paid in kind. It was his prerogative,
too, to order the assembling of the whole people for war.
In addition to the monarchy the Church acted as a strong The Church
unifying force within each kingdom. At first, indeed, it
seemed to be an anti-national influence, attaching Scandinavia
to Germany, for it all came within the province of Bremen,
and archbishop Adalbert had exercised metropolitan authority
in all three kingdoms. But in each kingdom the bishops
acted as royal servants, and the hostility to German inter-
ference prevented Adalbert's successors from maintaining his
position. In 1104 the German connexion was broken when
the Pope, at the request of the king of Denmark, created the
archbishopric of Lund, thereby making Scandinavia into
a separate province. However, the authority of a Danish

